The long term goal of this project is to understand the interaction of slightly different large scale flows interaction with complex coastal topography to produce both regions of enhanced and diminished near surface winds.
APPROACH
The basic approach used in this study is to utilize local mesoscale observations to define the local wind response near coastal mountains and to relate these responses to incident flow characteristics and to the accuracy of mesoscale model forecasts. This will be done for cases that occurred during the CALJET experiment in order to provide a range of synoptically similar but slightly different incident flow situations.
WORK COMPLETED
Synoptic-scale analyses from NOGAPS have been used to characterize the incident flow through the CALJET period as it interacts with the California coastline near Monterey. This synoptic characterization has been used to determine the flow direction, speed, and stratification for multiple events during the winter of 1998. Mesoscale observations for the Monterey Bay region have been assembled for these cases in order to perform mesoscale analyses to characterize the flow response to topography. The three dimensional multiquadric analysis code has been completed and thoroughly tested in order to complete these analyses. This analysis code is being used routinely to produce local mesoscale analyses in real time. These are available on the web at http://www.weather.nps.navy.mil/wx/latest_anal.html and are being used to routinely characterize the mesoscale circulations in the Monterey region.
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RESULTS
The primary results to date have been the development of reliable analysis software and the characterization of the synoptic-scale evolution of several events during the CALJET period. One case, Feb. 5, has been analyzed more completely and it shows evidence channeling and flow sheltering in the lee of topography. These effects seem to be time dependent as a front approaches with the most prevalent interaction occurring with increased pre-frontal stratification. The threshold for these effects is being determined for this case and will be extended to other cases to better apply basic theories of topographic flow interaction to arbitrary flows in complex topography. The analysis software to perform mesoscale analyses is working very well and routinely shows mesoscale eddies and other topographic effects in the real-time analyses for the Monterey Bay region. Application to the historical data for the CALJET period should provide adequate definition of flow interaction effects. Quality control of the mesoscale data has been partially completed and has been found to be essential to provide accurate mesoscale analyses.
IMPACT/APPLICATION
The impact of these studies will be in furthering our basic understanding of flow interaction with coastal mountains and will aid Navy forecasters in assessing the accuracy of mesoscale model forecasts of coastal winds.
TRANSITIONS
These results have been used as classroom examples at the Naval Postgraduate School.
RELATED PROJECTS
The ONR-sponsored project by the same investigators, entitled "Dependence of mesoscale coastal predictability on sampling and data assimilation" is closely related and utilizes some of the same cases for fundamental predictability studies.
